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ABSTRACT: 
The purpose of this project is to explore different possibilities to produce tactile pictures that are 
comprehensible by the visually impaired. As a part of the thesis, different methods including 
micro actuator arrays which produce virtual 3D tactile displays, braille board with movable dots 
pins which is capable of producing refreshable braille, and techniques like thermoform, swell 
paper and silk screen which are capable of producing tactile pictures are studied. Bearing in mind 
factors like time, effort, cost and reusability, a 3D printer seems to handle the problem more 
efficiently compared to the above mentioned approaches. The 3D printer is therefore chosen to 
produce tactile pictures according to a set of example use cases. The use cases are modeled in 
software and viewed as stereolithographic (.stl) files. The .stl files are fed as input to the printer 
and the obtained results will be tactile in nature as well as accurate up to 100 microns, which 
complies with Americans with Disabilities Act standards. As a whole, we explored different user 
interfaces for the visually impaired and came out with a cost-effective solution/user-interface 
which can produce a 3D version of a 2D picture using recyclable plastic. This method can be 
used to produce “pictures” for the visually impaired. It can also be used, in future work, for 
training visually impaired individuals to understand 2D images on a touchscreen. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Motivation 
The focus in this thesis is an exploration of different approaches which can produce tactile pictures 
for the visually impaired. Before discussing approaches, different categories of visual impairment 
are studied. The categories include low perception or vision, legal blindness and severe vision 
impairment. According to the statistics on vision impairment, different age groups experience 
different levels of vision impairment. For instance, the majority of the Americans who report 
vision impairment are partially sighted rather than totally blind, especially in the case of middle 
and older aged people [3]. Further, with increase in age, the prevalence of vision impairment 
increases. Depending on the level of impairment, different techniques are used to aid the visually 
impaired. A technique called “visual prosthesis”, referred to as “bionic eye” is one among several 
experimental visual devices which helps in restoring vision for the partially sighted as well as for 
totally blind [2]. However, this technique is expensive [2]. This drawback led us to the project 
described here, which is an initial investigation of cost-effective techniques to aid the visually 
impaired. The current cost-effective techniques that assist the visually impaired in their daily 
chores include voice assistance, infrared based navigation aide, haptic feedback, etc.  
Haptic feedback, also known as tactile feedback, is used to apply vibrations or forces to the user 
in order to recreate the sense of touch [1]. This concept can be extended to the visually impaired 
by creating a system which scans the physical space around the user using a laser range device or 
a servomotor and stores it as a three dimensional point cloud. These measurements are interpreted 
and translated by the system into speech as well as haptic feedback. In other words, the description 
of the surrounding environment is presented to an audio device or a joystick which can apply 
vibrations to the fingertips of the user, to assist in navigating through the physical space [4, 5].  
Imagine walking into an unfamiliar shopping mall. Some of the places inside the mall are difficult 
to find even with the signs placed. Think about the adversities of the situation if we cannot even 
see the signs [5]. So, this thought coupled with the tactile feature of the haptic feedback system 
led to work based on the guidelines of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant signs. 
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This work defined rules for tactile pictures using the specified constraints. The haptic technique 
can be used to allow the visually impaired to navigate in such a situation. 
1.2 Thesis Goals 
The primary goal of the thesis is to explore various approaches/ techniques that can produce 
tactile pictures for the visually impaired. The solution should be cost-effective, easy to learn and 
use, and provide some reusability. The secondary goal is to look out for other approaches that 
can be taken up in future to produce tactile pictures. 
 
1.3 Outline 
This thesis consists of five chapters. A brief outline of the chapters follows. 
Chapter 1 introduces the problem statement, motivation and the thesis goals.  
Chapter 2 deals with the background study of different approaches that aid the visually impaired. 
These include Audiograph: A diagram reader for blind [6]; Tdraw: A computer based tactile 
drawing tool for blind people [12]; pattern perception and pictures for the blind [13]; etc.  Several 
techniques that create tactile patterns including thermoform, swell paper, silk screen, etc. are also 
discussed. [14, 15, 18]. In addition, Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines and ADA 
compliant signs [9] are discussed in great detail. Further, at the end of the chapter a detailed 
description of an approach called the braille board with movable dot pins approach is presented 
[10, 18, 63].  
Chapter 3 is mainly concerned with the structure of the project. Initially, the user requirements are 
framed in the form of use cases, which are then followed by comparison of different choices of 
implementation, namely the braille board with movable dot pin approach and the 3D printer 
approach. After picking the 3D printer as a suitable choice for the application, the specifications 
of different 3D printers are compared. Among the different 3D printer options available, RepRap 
and Makerbot fulfill the needs of our application. This is followed by a detailed discussion of the 
hardware as well as the software design of the 3D printer. Finally, at the end of the chapter, 
comparisons are made between the Makerbot 3D printer and RepRap 3D printer and the 
conclusions based on the comparisons are discussed. 
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Chapter 4 focuses mainly on how the use case models are implemented in practice, and includes a 
discussion of measurements/ dimensions of the input Stereo Lithographic (STL) files, discussions 
of the results based on initial cost estimations, and practical cost calculations for each model 
implemented. 
Chapter 5 contains the conclusions based on the results achieved and describes future work that 
could possibly be done to produce tactile pictures. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Literature survey 
Initially we started our background work on the project by studying papers on user interfaces for 
the blind. The summaries as well as highlights from each paper are presented here. 
2.2 Importance of tactile pictures for visually impaired 
In general, a person tries to create a visual impression of the picture or an object by initially sensing 
the shape of it. Even though the object cannot be visually seen, it can be recognized based on 
perception of its shape. Similar principle can be applied in the case of the visually impaired.  For 
instance, in [17] the author explains the importance of a tactile painting in a museum in which can 
assist the visually impaired. The author emphasizes that a tactile painting can be touched by the 
visually impaired to get the actual feel of it rather than to imagine how it looks by listening to an 
audio description [17]. (Fig.1) 
 
Fig 1. Tactile painting taken from Prado museum in Spain which aids the visually impaired [17]  
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In addition, in [13], the author has conducted different experiments to allow blind people to choose 
a correct drawing among given set of shapes and also let them draw tangible pictures of 3D objects 
based on perception [13].  
In [7], a description of producing tactile displays in braille for students to enable them to visualize 
what a school book looks like is given. This method uses actuators to create vibrations on the 
finger tips as well as provides audio feedback of the braille text presented. [7] 
These examples reinforce the fact that adding tactility to the 2D pictures would definitely aid the 
visually impaired to recognize pictures through perception by touch. 
2.3 Existing techniques and how they are being used 
All the existing techniques are built based on the features of human sensory systems which 
include hearing and touch. Features using taste and smell do not participate much in picture 
recognition. 
2.3.1 Producing audio based on finger touch on a diagram for the blind 
Initially, the systems to aid the visually impaired started with reading the text aloud using an 
audio device. Later on, as the complexity in the application increased, the systems are also 
adapted to behave according to the application. Work from 1996 on audio production based on 
finger touch discusses a method which can read out information from a diagram [6]. The system 
consists of a touch panel, where the diagram is displayed along with an audio-feedback device. 
This method works for different categories of blind people - congenitally blind and late-blind 
people with low vision, as well as visually impaired. The diagram is displayed on the touch panel 
and the visually impaired subjects are allowed to touch the diagram displayed on it by placing a 
finger. Based on the portion of the diagram touched, that particular part is selected and raised by 
a certain height so that the user could be able to feel it. Audio-feedback is also simultaneously 
provided based on the finger movement on different portions of the diagram. The author refers to 
this method as the audio-tactile way of representing a picture for the visually impaired. 
However, this method is limited to only a particular set of diagrams which are pre-programmed 
into the tool and so couldn’t be extended to other pictures. Another major limitation of using this 
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method is the user is allowed to have access only to a portion of the diagram at a particular point 
of time using finger touch, which increases the time to understand the whole picture.      
2.3.2 Producing tactile pictures for the blind using a computer-aided tool 
As the requirements change, the systems also get updated accordingly. Tdraw, which allows 
production of tactile pictures using a computer-aided tool, described in 1996, analyzes the 
process of a blind user’s drawing [12]. An advanced version of this tool is presented in 2000 [15] 
and discusses a tool that enables recognizing the shapes of real world objects. In addition to this, 
it can also train the visually impaired with respect to the mobility of the object and give audio 
feedback. For instance, experiments on tracing the surface of sphere using audio-feedback serves 
as a shape learning example for the visually impaired [15].  
Haptic feedback is also used as a technique to train the visually impaired with respect to mobility 
of an object. Haptic feedback creates the sense of touch by applying force on the fingers [1].  In 
this case, the haptic feedback is sent to the tool directly. Whenever there is motion on the surface 
of the sphere, the user can feel force in the form of vibration on the tool [15]. 
Despite the advantages of this method, it is limited to drawing certain specific geometric shapes. 
In addition, to implement this technique it takes a lot of time, effort and cost. 
2.3.3 Haptic feedback systems for navigation 
This methodology is put in practice using advanced devices to guide visually impaired. Javier 
and Sandnes [4] describe haptic feedback systems for the visually impaired. The system is highly 
automated as it scans the space around the user through laser range scanners and stores the data 
in a 3D cloud. The stored data is decoded into real time data and sent as haptic feedback to a 
joystick. In this case, the user can sense vibration on the finger tips and depending on the 
magnitude of the vibration [64], the user could judge which way to move. This makes the user 
aware of the obstacles around him/ her. 
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2.3.4 Setup of actuator arrays which produce tactile displays 
One existing technique to aid the visually impaired by creating tactile patterns is the actuator 
array. Depending on the type of actuator arrays used, one can produce either text patterns or 
braille patterns [13, 5]. The different types of actuator arrays that exist are discussed here. 
2.3.4.1 Micro-actuator arrays which can produce text patterns 
A square array of micro-actuators wrapped in a moving coil is responsible for creating tactile 
text patterns [18]. The device described contains micro-actuator arrays which work on the 
principle of “voice-coil actuators” [18]. The device is 7 mm in length and 2.28 mm in diameter 
and holds 16 actuators in a 4*4 array. In addition, it can be extended to 25 actuators in a 5*5 
array. Minimum spacing between the actuators is 3.3 mm in order to avoid the flux from a coil 
interacting with the surrounding coils. The obtained text patterns create vibration on the 
fingertips of the user at higher frequency. However, the main limitation of the approach is it can 
only create tactile simulations for text one letter at a time. If the number of actuators in the array 
is increased to fit in more text, the cost is also going to increase proportionately. For example, 
the device costs, manufacturing, maintenance and recurring costs of the 4*4 array set up would 
cost over $1000.  
2.3.4.2 Dot pin arrays approach to produce braille 
The dot pin approach can be used to produce braille [10]. This approach is similar to the micro-
actuator array approach. As per the US patent on movable dot pins approach from the year 1995, 
a setup of dot pins mounted on top of either electromagnetic transducers or actuators containing 
solenoids. The actuators or the transducers are responsible for moving the dot pins up and down. 
In general, a braille page contains 25 lines and 40 character per line. The design of the setup board 
for dot pins mentioned in [10] is arranged according to the format of the braille page. According 
to braille conventions followed in US, each braille cell should contain 6 dots. The patent assumes 
each braille dot to be represented by a dot pin. So, 6000 dot pins would hold the entire braille page, 
represented by the setup board (Fig. 2). 
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Fig 2: Braille display board setup in dot pin array approach to produce braille [10] 
 
Typically, a number or a letter which is represented in braille will have some dots in the cell 
turned ON and the rest turned OFF. Based on this logic, the actuators are controlled by solid 
state switches. In addition, the design includes a microprocessor which converts numbers and 
letters into braille (Fig. 3). 
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Fig 3.  Block diagram of controls in dot pin array approach [10] 
The solenoids present in the setup create flux opposite in direction to the current in the coil, 
which repels the dot pin mounted on it, thereby making the pin move upwards (Fig. 4). 
 
 
Fig 4. Dot pins mounted on actuators in dot pin array approach [10] 
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The cost of a basic solenoid in the market is around $6, which makes this approach costly to 
implement. In order to cut down the costs, the number of solenoids should be reduced or 
alternatives to solenoids should be used.   
2.3.5 Transformation of 2D pictures to tactile pictures 
Some of the conventional techniques which don’t involve complex tools have also been used to 
transform 2D image to tactile pictures. Several different techniques are discussed in [18]. The 
first technique, called “thermoform”, uses a plastic mould in the shape of a matrix, where plastic 
is subjected to low pressure and high temperatures in order to obtain a desired shape. The 
obtained output will have differences in height depending on the type of mould used. This helps 
the visually impaired understand the picture due to its tactile nature. Another technique discussed 
is “swell paper”, on which drawings can be drawn using a carbon-based pen or by scanning an 
image onto it. When the paper is exposed to infrared heat, it swells in areas where it is exposed 
to more heat. This technique also creates differences in height in order to be understandable to 
the blind user. Some other techniques discussed include “picture made of different materials” 
and “picture with different colors”. Based on the correspondence to the visual impression of the 
picture, the former method allows the user to understand different parts of the picture. The latter 
method is used specifically for sighted users who can identify different portions of the picture 
having different color contrasts. 
 
2.4 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines 
Based on this literature survey, we can find different user interfaces built to assist people with 
visual impairments. In most of the cases, it can be observed that tactile/tangible surfaces are in use 
by the visually impaired. Keeping these facts in mind, we try to create a user interface which is 
tactile/tangible. But before we go into that we need to have a detailed look at the guidelines for 
disabled people. From there, we can proceed with making tactile/tangible surfaces which agree 
with the guidelines. 
Guidelines for Americans with disabilities, which focus on signs for people with disabilities of all 
types, are given in [9]. Signs including braille and ordinary text which contain spaces are raised 
by a certain height, according to this act, in order to be read tactually by the visually impaired. 
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These conventions are followed in public places such as restrooms, hotels, hospitals, etc. The signs 
should be easy to find, see and touch. It is also mentioned that in order to ensure better readability, 
the signs should be placed in a predictable location with formatted text, proper spacing and color 
requirements. [9]  
Further, the guidelines state that it is better to have contrasting colors on both the text and the 
background in order to minimize reflections (Fig. 5). 
 
Fig 5.  Tactile text with contrasting colors on both the signs and the background [9] 
 
Also, the tactile text should be raised by a minimum of 1/32 inch from the surface of the sign in 
order to ensure better readability (Fig. 6).  
 
Fig 6.  Tactile text raised to a minimum of 1/32 from the surface of the sign [9] 
 
Guidelines for spacing include line spacing and character spacing. Spacing between two successive 
lines of text should be around 135%-170% of the character height and the spacing between 
adjacent characters should be a minimum of 3/8 inch. 
Pictograms are supposed to have border dimensions with a minimum of 6 inches in height, 
according to the signage guidelines. Also, contrasting colors are preferred for both the pictogram 
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and the background in order to avoid reflections. Any text that describes the pictogram should be 
placed right below it and should follow the conventions for tactile letters (Fig. 7). 
 
Fig. 7 Example of a pictogram [9] 
 
The guidelines suggest that tactile text should be in upper case. The width of a character is 
estimated based on the character O .It generally falls in between 55% and 110% of the character 
height.  Similarly, the thickness of the character is estimated based on the letter I.  It generally falls 
between 10% and 15% of the character height. Also, the height of the tactile letters lies in between 
5/8 inch and 2 inches (Fig. 8). 
    
Fig. 8 Guidelines for width, thickness and height of tactile characters [9] 
The constraints for braille signs include height of each braille dot, spacing in between the adjacent 
braille dots, and the base diameter of the dots. According to the guidelines, the height of each dot 
should range between .025 inch and .037 inch. In addition, the space between adjacent braille dots 
should range between .090 inch and .100 inch. Further, the base diameter of the dots should range 
between .059 inch and .063 inch (Fig.  9). 
            
Fig. 9 Example of braille dots and corresponding spacing guidelines [9] 
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2.5 Drawbacks of the existing techniques 
Among the existing techniques, the setup of dot pin arrays to produce tactile display [10] is the 
latest and is more advanced than others and is compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act 
signage guidelines. However, this approach has drawbacks as follows: 
 Cost of installing the pins is proportional to the number of pins installed, which further depends 
upon the complexity of the pattern to be displayed.  
 Further, 6000 solenoids are required to drive the dots pins on the braille display. Basic solenoid 
costs a minimum of $ 6 in the market. So, the total cost for installing solenoids would be high.  
 Arrangement of the pins on the display board refreshes each time for each page, thereby putting 
a load on the processor which considerably reduces the efficiency of the system. 
 The entire system couldn’t be provided with the input at the same time, as only a small number 
of pins operate at a particular point of time. 
 Some portion of the energy is lost in the form of heat in the process of production of current 
due to magnetic induction. 
2.6 What’s new and the possible solution 
The above approach [10] is not feasible with limited budget and other factors such as time, effort, 
etc. Another feasible approach which can produce tactile pictures based on the signage guidelines 
of the Americans with Disabilities Act is a 3D printer. It is discussed here. 
 
 
2.6.1 Tactile pictograms printed using a 3D printer 
A better approach is sought which cuts down the expenses, decreases the time taken to produce 
the output and increases reusability. The idea is basically to use an existing 3D printer which is 
capable of printing out tactile pictograms. The 3D printer uses a micro controller mounted on an 
Arduino board. The microcontroller takes computer aided design models of the pictures as input 
and produces the 3D printed version of the picture, on a support raft, which could be touched and 
sensed, by deploying plastic as the material in the process. 
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2.6.1.1 Advantages of the approach 
 Time for generating a picture is proportional to the time taken by the programming instructions 
to get executed and the weight of the material to be built. 
 The processing of building 3D models takes less than a day, if the person building it has good 
hands on experience. 
 Cost of installing a 3D printer is around $750 which is far less than the approach in [10]. 
Moreover, using an existing printer would reduce the costs down to the cost of plastic. 
 Efficiency of the system is totally dependent on the mechanical build as well as the program 
code. 
 Any number of given pictures could be printed one after the other by simply adjusting the 
Cartesian coordinates through the program code. 
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3. STRUCTURE OF THE PROJECT 
 
3.1 Project Development process 
 
The project uses the V model of design and implementation (Fig. 10) 
 
 
 
Fig 10. V model [23] 
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3.2 User requirements 
The project implements a number of basic shapes which can be used to build more complex 
models. These are a 2D house model, model with text and braille, checker board model, curve 
model, pie chart model and bar graph model. The use case diagram for a typical shape, along with 
examples is given here. (Fig. 11) 
 
 
 
 
3.2.1 Use case diagram for producing a desired shape 
 
Fig 11. Use case diagram for producing a desired shape [19] 
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3.2.2 Examples of 2D pictures (including text) 
All the pictures presented in this section are examples of the shapes of 2D pictures, which are 
converted to tactile pictures using the 3D printing technique mentioned in Chapter-2. (Fig. 12) 
 
            
   
 
 
 
 
Fig 12. Examples of 2D pictures of different shapes [20, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58] 
 
These shapes cover a number of cases that will be useful to a broad user community. They focus 
on shapes that describe quantitative and technical data (graphs, functions).  
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As discussed in Chapter 2, 3D printer is capable of producing these shapes. A discussion on 
different existing 3D printers is made in the next section. 
3.3 Specifications for 3D printers 
In this section, specifications for a number of 3D printers existing in the market are compared. These 
printers can print tactile pictures based on the guidelines for Americans with disabilities. 
3.3.1 Comparison among different existing 3D printers 
Comparisons among different printers based on features such as accuracy, build speed, finish 
quality, etc. are discussed in the table listed here (Table. 1). 
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Printer 
Model 
Price Assembled Printable  
Dimensions 
(mm) 
Technology Materials  
& Cost 
Build Speed Accuracy/ 
Resolution 
Multi-
colored 
printing 
Printer 
Dimensions   
(mm) 
Weight Finish 
Form 
Labs 
Form1 
$3299 Yes 125*125*125 Stereo 
Lithography 
(SLA) 
Proprietary 
photopolymer
-about $150 
per liter 
1.5 cm per 
hr.  
Up to 25 microns  NA 300*280*450 8 kg High level of 
detail, high 
resolution 
The 
Makerbot 
Replicator 
2X 
$2799 Yes 250*160*150 Fused 
Filament 
fabrication 
(FFF) 
ABS, PLA   __ 100 microns Prints objects  
with multiple 
colors 
490*320*531 12.6 kg Decent finish 
at low speeds 
Buccaneer 
printer 
$347 Yes 150*100*120 Fused 
Deposition 
Modelling 
(FDM) 
ABS/PLA   __ 100 micro meter 
or 1/250 inch 
resolution 
Supports only 
one extruder. 
Not possible 
250*250*350 10 kg  
  __ 
ORD Bot 
Hardon 
3D printer 
$400-
600 
No 216*216*200
mm 
Fused 
Deposition 
Modelling 
(FDM) 
Varies 400 mm/s Depending on 
choice of extruder 
One color at a 
time 
460*490*400 
mm 
  __ Decent 
depending on 
choice of 
extruder 
Leapfrog 
creatr 
€ 1250 € 
1500 for 
dual 
extruder 
Yes 230*270*200
mm 
Fused 
Deposition 
Modelling 
(FDM) 
ABS, PLA, 
PVA 
60  mm/s 150 microns With dual 
extruder 
option 
500*600*500
mm 
 32 kg     __ 
RepRap 
Prusa i2-
DIY  
$ 800 No 195*190*140
mm 
FDM Varies  __ Depending on 
choice of extruder 
With double 
head extruder 
440*470*370
mm 
8 kg Decent-
depending on 
choice of 
extruder 
3D Touch 
3D printer 
$3900 Yes 275*275*210
mm 
FDM ABS, PLA ___ 125 microns No/ Yes with 
3D touch 
double and 
3D touch 
triple 
515*515*598
mm 
36 kg __ 
CartesioL
D v0.7 
$2230- 
2700 
No/ Yes 
optional 
extra cost 
$900 
200*400*200
mm 
FFF ABS,PLA ___ 100 microns Yes ___ 17 kg ___ 
Cubify 3D 
systems 
cube 
$1299 Yes 140*140*140
mm 
Plastic Jet 
printing 
ABS and PLA  __ 200 microns NA 260*260*340
mm 
4.3 kg   __ 
Up!3D 
printer by 
PP3P.com 
$1499 Yes 140*140*135
mm 
FDM ABS,PLA 90 mm/s 150 microns NA 245*260*350
mm 
5 kg  ___ 
Table 1. Comparison among different existing 3D printers [29, 30]
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3.3.2 Advantages of RepRap Prusa Mendel 3D printer over others 
Based on the above tables, it can be seen that the RepRap has a number of advantages over the 
other printers investigated, including: 
 Low cost among the manually built printers 
 Easy to build 
 Small printable as well as printer dimensions 
 Uses open source software 
 Uses inexpensive Arduino board to drive the Cartesian robot 
3.3.3 Advantages of using RepRap Prusa Mendel 3D printer for this application 
The main factors which make RepRap suitable for the application are its resolution and the 
maximum dimensions of the build. 
3.3.3.1 Resolution and accuracy 
Resolution of RepRap 3D printer is 50 microns in every direction. But, 50µ is equivalent to 
0.0019685 inches. According to Americans with Disabilities Act, tactile text must be raised to a 
minimum of 1/32 inch from the sign surface. (Fig 6.) Now, 1/32 of an inch, or 0.03125 inch. So, 
the RepRap printer resolution and accuracy are more than sufficient. 
3.3.3.2 Allowable sizes for 3D printed objects  
The build dimensions for the RepRap Prusa Mendel 3D Printer kit [27] are 200mm wide by 200mm 
long and up to 100mm in height. The objects can be printed up to 120mm but this reduces the 
length and width of the 3D object to around 100mm x 100mm, if printed centrally on the build 
platform. 
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3.3.3.3 Alternative to the RepRap 
 
The above comparisons show that RepRap 3D printer is a good option for the application. 
However, Makerbot Replicator 2X also has similar functionality to that of the RepRap and can be 
also be used for the application, this is discussed at the end of the chapter. 
 
3.4 Working of the RepRap Prusa Mendel 3D printer 
 
 
Fig. 13 Functional structure of a RepRap 3D printer [22] 
 
Here we describe the hardware and software. 
 
3.4.1 Hardware  
RepRap stands for Replicating Rapid Prototyper. It is called so because it can print its own parts. 
It is one of the cheapest options among the manually built printers. In addition, it uses open 
source software.  
This 3D printer builds objects layer by layer, extruding plastic from a narrow hot end of the 
extruder, which is held at a temperature around 230 C. The base platform of the printer consists 
of a build plate and a heated bed placed on top of it. The print is built on top of the heated bed. 
The heated bed is heated to 110 C in order to ensure a uniform temperature is maintained 
throughout the print. This makes sure the print doesn’t get loosened or warped due a sudden drop 
in the temperature [27]. The left to right movement is taken care of by the X-axis, the front to 
back movement is taken care of by the Y-axis and the up and down movement is taken care of by 
the Z-axis. The extruder is situated on the X-carriage, which is placed parallel to and above the 
X-axis. 
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The extruder consists of two parts: cold part and hot part. The cold part is where the plastic is 
inserted and the hot part is from where melted plastic ejects out. The hot end of the extruder 
includes a thermistor, heat barrier and nozzle. The thermistor reads the temperature and 
communicates the obtained measurements to the electronics board. The electronics board 
regulates the temperature accordingly at the hot end. The heat barrier is used to obstruct the heat 
flow from the hot end to the cold end, which might otherwise damage the cold end. The nozzle is 
a narrow space at the tip of the extruder’s hot end, through which melted plastic ejects out (Fig. 
14). 
 
Fig 14. Example of an extruder [27] 
The movement of the X-carriage is controlled by the stepper motor and a belt.  The stepper 
motor is controlled by a stepper motor controller which regulates the amount of current flow to 
the stepper motor and the motor torque using a potentiometer. 
The electronics of the printer control the movements of all three axes to make sure the tip of the 
extruder points to the right spot on the build plate. In this way the plastic is added to the printed 
part. The other function of the electronics is to process the G-code programming language 
instructions, which describe the object to be printed [27]. In addition, the X-axis and Y-axis are 
controlled by a motor and a belt respectively, while the Z-axis is controlled by two motors and a 
belt in order to improve accuracy. 
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Initially, before starting a print job, all the three axes should start from an origin. End stops are 
installed corresponding to each of the three axes separately, in order to make sure the axes don’t 
go any further beyond the origin onto negative side. 
Two types of thermoplastics can be used for the application namely ABS, and PLA. (Fig 15.) The 
plastic is inserted in the filament present in the extruder. Specific printer configurations are 
required for ABS as well as PLA plastic, as they are very different materials. [27] Following are 
the comparisons between ABS and PLA plastic. (Table.2) 
 
Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) Poly Lactic Acid (PLA) 
Made from petroleum and more flexible than 
PLA 
Biodegradable and more rigid than ABS  
More prone to warping Less prone to warping 
For good printing results, it should be printed 
on a heat bed. 
Heat bed is not necessarily required. 
Higher melting point than PLA. Lower melting point. 
Table 2. ABS Vs PLA [27] 
For printing good results, the speeds on each axis, the extruder speed, and the hot end temperature 
should be compatible with each other. Initially, during the starting process of printing, the extruder 
speeds must be kept low, at around 100 rpm. As time progresses, the speeds can be slowly 
increased. As a matter of fact, printing at higher speeds doesn’t yield better results compared to 
printing at lower speeds. This is because at high speeds, the accuracy is detail is less, which 
indicates low quality in prints. 
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Fig 15.  Example of a plastic filament [27] 
 
 
3.4.2 Software  
The software can be loaded into the printer using a PC. In order to print an object, the object 
must be modeled first in CAD software. The models should strictly be in stereolithographic file 
format (stl), discussed in Chapter 4, in order for the printer to interpret the models. STL is also 
referred as Surface Tessellation Language. Internally, these stl files get converted to G-code 
instructions, which are specific codes used for Computerized Numeric Control machines. The 
Computerized Numeric Control (CNC) give series of instructions through a program to automate 
machine tools [59].These G-codes are fed to the electronics in the printer through a USB from 
the PC. In fact, the G-codes provide instructions to make the axis movements. Instead of using a 
PC to communicate with the printer, the models could be loaded onto an SD card. The 
electronics of the printer is provided with an SD card reader. So, in this way the SD card can be 
placed in the slot reserved for it. [27] 
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The performance of the printer depends on the speed of the build and the quality of the objects 
printed. The quality of prints obtained depends on the speed of the build, mechanical build of the 
printer and the software build. 
3.4.2.1 Embedded software functionality in electronics 
Specifically for RepRap, the ATMega microprocessor [60] contains the printer firmware. 
Internally, the firmware is loaded onto the processor using Arduino software. Further, the in-built 
printer software converts the stereolithographic (stl) model files into G-codes and the firmware 
on the processor interprets the G-codes. These instructions are then fed to the axes. [27] 
The comparisons between the 3D printer approach and the dot pin arrays approach, discussed in 
Chapter 2, are discussed in detail in the next section (Table. 2). 
3.5 Engineering analysis of the dot pin approach 
This analysis is for the device described in [10]. The graph in Figure 16 shows the relationship of 
force to current for the device described in [10] and shown in Figure 2. The device is essentially 
a core which is a permanent magnet with a wire coil wrapped around it. The graph shows 
experimental data. The relationship is given by the equation in (1) 
    𝐹 =
µ0𝑁
2𝜋𝑑2𝐼2
4𝑙ℎ
                                                                                    (1) 
µ0 is permeability of air, given by 4π*10
−7; 
N is the number of turns of the coil which is set to 0.569 in the experiment; 
d is the diameter of the core which is set to 0.057” in the experiment; 
l is the length of the coil which is set to 0.25” in the experiment; 
h is the height to which each dot pin can be raised, I is the input current; 
F is the force exerted on each pin. The parameter values are taken from [10]. 
Based on the maximum dot pin height, the maximum force can be estimated. 
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Fig 16. Relationship of force to current for the device [10] 
 
According to the graph, for 10mA of input current, 0.049 N (equivalent to 5gm) of force is 
exerted at the tip of the dot pin.  Varying the input current using a potentiometer, the force also 
can be varied. 
3.5.1 Pin installation costs for dot pin approach 
The braille reader, described in [10], and with 40 lines with 25 characters on each line and 6 dots 
per character would need 6000 actuators. Each actuator in the market would cost $6 [10]. The 
cost of the braille board installation would be around $36,000.  
3.6 Engineering analysis of the micro-actuator arrays approach 
Using a VLSI approach, smaller pins could be built. This might reduce the cost, especially if a 
standard chip could be fabricated.  But smaller pins would not be capable of the amount of 
movement, as explained below. In practice, minimum feature size difference (i.e., pin height) 
greater than 1/32 of an inch (e.g. 1/16 of an inch) would probably be necessary. 
A micro-actuator array approach is described in [63]. As shown in Figure 17, the micro-actuators 
heat the gold heaters on glass with pulse actuation voltage as input [63]. This expands the 
volume of the paraffin wax layer placed above it. As a result of this volume expansion, braille 
dots are produced at the top-most silicon-rubber layer. 
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For the device described in [63], pulse actuation voltage is given as input. In this, the maximum 
height to which the dots can be raised depends on the input pulse amplitude voltage, duty cycle 
and the Pulse Repetitive Frequency (PRF).    
 
Fig 17. Micro-actuator braille dot device setup [63] 
 
𝐹 = 𝑉
2∗𝑑𝑢𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒
𝑅∗𝑃𝑅𝐹∗ℎ
                                                                               (2) 
 
F is the force exerted on each pin; 
V is the dc actuation voltage; 
R is the electrical measured resistance and has an experimental value of 166.8 Ω in [63]; 
PRF is the pulse repetitive frequency; 
h is the height to which the dot pin can be raised. The parameter values are taken from [63]. 
In the experiment described in [63], the input voltage and the duty cycle are increased, keeping 
the PRF constant. Second, the input voltage and PRF are increased, keeping the duty cycle 
constant as shown in Figure 18.  
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Fig 18.  Pulse Amplitude voltage input vs maximum dot height [63] 
It is observed that the dot can be raised to 500 µm at a pulse amplitude voltage of 8V and a duty 
cycle of 0.9, with a constant PRF of 0.02 Hz. Further, the dot can be raised to 600 µm at a pulse 
amplitude voltage of 8V and a PRF of 0.01 Hz, with a constant duty cycle of 0.7. 
So, on average, for every 1V of input voltage applied, the dot pin is raised by 70 µm.  
The device described in [18], which is similar to the device in [63], is 7 mm in length and 2.28 
mm in diameter and holds 16 actuators in a 4*4 array.  
 
In the given space, for an input voltage of 8V on each dot pin, the maximum height to which 
each pin could be raised is around 0.5mm. However, the ADA signage guidelines require the 
tactile text to be raised by 0.8mm. In order to satisfy the guidelines of ADA tactile text, the input 
voltage needs to be increased above 8V. If the input voltage is increased, the input current also 
increases. This increases the force exerted on the pin.  
Based on the data from Figure 18, amount of movement for each braille dot ranges from 0 to 600 
µm for the input range from 0-8V. Further, to produce a maximum height of 0.6 mm per dot, 
input dc actuation power more than 0.6W per dot is required [63]. 
3.6.1 Power consumption costs for micro-actuator arrays approach 
To produce tactile images on an 11 inch *11 inch display board, consisting of 6000 dots, the 
voltage corresponding to each pin should be more than 8V, in order to make the dots raise above 
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0.5mm. This would increase the input power consumption costs for dots on the entire display 
board. The power consumption can be given by the equation in (3) 
𝑃 =
𝑉2
𝑅
                                                                                        (3) 
V is the dc actuation voltage; 
R is the electrical measured resistance and has an experimental value of 166.8 Ω in [63]. The 
parameter values are taken from [63]. The voltage level that would be  needed is too high to be 
practical.  
 
3.7 Movable dot pins approach vs RepRap 3D printer approach 
In this section we compare the dot pins approach to a specific low cost printer, discussed in the 
“RepRap” [27] section. We initially chose this printer due to its cost, and it would be the default 
choice if no other printers are available. For continuing this project, this printer could be the most 
cost-effective in terms of start-up project costs. The comparison presented here can be used in 
future stages of this project, if it becomes necessary to have a printer dedicated to the project 
(Table. 3).
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Parameters Pin approach RepRap 3D printer approach 
Projected Size of output picture 11inch*11inch (279.4*279.4 mm) 11inch*11inch*6inch (279.4*279.4*152.4mm) 
Current Size of output picture Same as projected Minimum size-195*190*140 mm 
Size of the device 25 lines*40 characters per line*6 pins 
per character 
440*470*370 mm 
Current  200 V DC to each pin is provided 
using a DC to DC convertor with input 
voltage of 12 V. 
Electronics: 
Electronics powered with input power 12-24 V with 20 Amp.  
Stepper motor controllers: 
Each stepper motor controller has a potentiometer to control current that is sent to 
the stepper motor. 
Cost of the device Each braille cell costs around $35. 
(For 1000 cells, cost is about  $35,000) 
[36, 44] 
Installation costs for the 3D printer would be around $750. 
Recurring cost (material) Electricity costs: 
Since, each pin is provided with 
voltage and the current passing 
through each solenoid winding also 
varies, electricity costs are high. 
Plastic costs: 
At roughly $40/kg, ABS is roughly $0.04/cm^3, and PLA is $0.05/cm^3 or ABS at 
$0.65/in^3 and PLA at $0.82/in^3.  [42] 
 
Environmental impact Electromagnetic radiation: 
Each actuator generates large amount 
of magnetic flux. Electromagnetic 
radiations are released might cause 
health problems like brain tumors, 
heart problems and other long term 
effects [37]. 
Unhealthy air emissions: 
According to [40], emissions from the desktop 3D printers are similar to burning a 
cigarette or cooking on a gas or electric stove. Particle emissions have also been 
observed [40]. While heating the plastic and printing small pictures, machines using 
PLA filament emitted up to 200 billion particles per minute. These particles can 
cause health risk as they might settle in the lungs in the bloodstream. 
Tolerance  Latest setup has a set of pins in a 6 × 6 
array which has high resolution 
(spacing among pins is 0.7mm) as well 
as adjustable dot pin height, and 
refresh rate up to 50/sec. [37] 
The level of detail that 3D printers can produce is limited in size. Anything smaller 
than .01” will not resolve well on most of the 3D printers. 
Complexity in building circuitry   More  Less 
Braille character refreshment  Possible Not possible 
Braille character placing Spacing between dots as well as size 
of the dot is fixed. 
Spacing between dots as well as size of the dot is adjustable. 
 
Table 3.  Comparison between movable dot pin approach and 3D printer approach [25, 36, 37, 40, 42, 43]
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Based on the comparisons, 3D printer seems to be a good choice between the two for producing 
tactile pictures with less cost, more reusability and reasonable flexibility. 
3.8 Revising the cost constraints and the big picture 
Another printer which exactly suits our application and which was available for experimenting is 
the Makerbot Replicator 2X [61]. The reasons for choosing Makerbot over RepRap are due to its 
less print build time, less warping of the print, and flexibility in adjusting the quality, speed and 
temperature settings. Here the printers are compared.  
3.8.1 Existing models in Makerbot  
The existing models in Makerbot are  
a) Cupcake CNC: This is the basic version of the models of Makerbot. The build area of the 
printer is 100mm x 100mm x 130mm. The overall dimensions of the printer are 350mm x 
240mm x 450mm. It is not available in a pre-assembled state and must be manually built. [44] 
b) Thing-O-Matic: Features include heated bed, automated build platform, updated 
electronics, open source hardware and enhanced extruders called stepstruders (stepper motors 
+ extruders) [44] 
c) Replicator: This has twice the build space of Thing-O-Matic. The build area of the printer 
is 225mm x 145mm x 150mm. It includes two extruders with two different color builds, 
updated electronics, control pad and LCD display for user interactions. It is available only in a 
pre-assembled state. [44] 
d) Replicator 2: The build area of the printer is 285mm x 153mm x 155mm. Print accuracy of 
the build is up to 10 microns per layer. This is achieved because the electronics and the 
software are updated. However, it can print only PLA plastic. It comes in a pre-assembled 
state. [44] 
e) Replicator 2X: This is a premium version of the Replicator which can print even with ABS 
plastic on a heated bed aluminum platform. [44] 
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3.8.2 Existing models in RepRap 
Different models of the RepRap are Darwin, Hendley and the Prusa Mendel. Darwin is the 
primitive model, whereas the rest are improvised models with 2-z motors and are smaller in size. 
Higher performance is achieved by Mendel as it is faster, cheaper and easier to build. [28, 44] 
(Fig 19.) 
 
 
 
 
Fig 19. Rep Rap Prusa Mendel [27] 
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3.8.3 Comparison between Makerbot 3D printer and the RepRap 3D printer 
Features Maker Bot 3D printer RepRap 3D printer 
Material required Acrylonitrile Butadiene 
Styrene (ABS), high-
density polyethylene 
(HDPE), Poly Lactic Acid 
(PLA). PLA is 
biodegradable and doesn’t 
warp unlike ABS. Further, 
this printer uses far less 
energy when using PLA 
than ABS. 
Acrylonitrile Butadiene 
Styrene (ABS), high-density 
polyethylene (HDPE), Poly 
Lactic Acid (PLA). 
Printing quality The smaller the height of 
each layer of the print, the 
higher the resolution of the 
printer. The default 
resolution of the printer is 
100 microns. The durability 
and heat resistance of the 
printer are high as the 
frame of the printer is made 
of powder coated steel. 
It allows the users to design 
their own height specifications 
for each layer. In general, 
skilled users can design the 
resolution of the printer as 
small as 5 microns. 
Size The Makerbot replicator 2 
comes out with a build 
volume of 410 cubic 
inches, In addition, the 
build area for the Makerbot 
Replicator 2 is 285mm x 
153mm x 155mm. 
The build area of the RepRap 
is 200mm x 200mm x 
140mm. 
 
Table 4. Comparison between Makerbot and RepRap 3D printers [44] 
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3.8.4 Choosing MakerBot Replicator 2X over RepRap for the application 
Makerbot and RepRap are similar in design technology except for some of the advanced features 
that are present in Makerbot and not in RepRap. In addition, Makerbot is a company product 
whereas RepRap is built by users on their own. The resolution of the RepRap varies depending 
on the design made by the user and can be kept as low as 5 microns. But, Makerbot yields a 
default resolution of 100 microns. However, for the application we require a minimum thickness 
of 0.03125 inches which is greater than 100 microns and can be achieved by both the printers. 
Considering the cost constraints, to build a RepRap printer the base cost would be $ 750 plus the 
additional recurring costs for plastic would make the total cost to be around $ 1000. On the other 
hand, as Makerbot is a pre-assembled printer, there are absolutely no building costs involved in 
the process. So, the only costs involved in the process are printing costs which depend on the 
weight of the models to be printed. For instance, 1 gram weight of the model would cost $ 0.34 
approximately. Estimating each model’s weight after printing to be around 30 grams, as the 
models are basic and doesn’t require much material of plastic. The cost for each model would be 
$10.40. So, for all the 6 models together, it would cost $52. In conclusion, by choosing the 
Makerbot Replicator 2X over RepRap the costs were reduced by 1/20 of the initial costs 
expected. 
During the survey and exploration of 3D printers which are available in University of Cincinnati, 
it was found that the Point of Care Systems Design Laboratory, headed by Dr. Beyette Jr, in the 
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computing systems offering help to the department 
students to use the Makerbot Replicator 2X free of cost. So, the Makerbot is used to print the 
tactile pictures of the use case models.  
 
3.8.5 Working with Makerbot 
Following are some of the pictures taken while the Makerbot is building the print of one of the 
models. The dual extruder is clearly seen sitting on the X-carriage and performing the print job 
on the heated bed mounted on the platform base. The foil on the heated bed ensures smoother 
prints. (Fig. 20) 
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Fig 20. Printing model using the MakerBot Replicator 2X 3D printer 
Top View of the printer, while the extruder is printing a layer of the model on the build plate. In 
this case, only the right extruder is ON and the left extruder is OFF. (Fig. 21) 
 
Fig 21. Top view of the printer while printing the model 
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3.9 G-codes 
In this project, the G-codes are not explicitly used, but the printer software translates the STL 
files into G-codes. They are called G-codes because they start with the letter G. These are 
specific codes for Computerized Numeric Control (CNC). They provide instructions related to 
the speed, direction and the path of a machine tool [21]. 
3.9.1 Examples of operations performed by G-codes 
For instance, a rapid move operation moves the tool quickly from its initial position to the 
position where the operation needs to be performed. Another example, is a controlled feed move 
operation. A controlled feed move operation moves the tool in a straight line or an arc [21]. 
3.9.2 Variables and their function in G-codes programming language  
The following figure summarizes G-codes. [21]. It illustrates the significance of each letter, and 
its function in the programming language (Table. 5). Some of the terminology used in the table is 
described here. 
Dwell time is basically like a delay, it allows the tool to stay in a particular position for specified 
amount of time. Peck increments correspond to drill operations performed at very minute depths. 
The minute depth is referred to as peck distance. Canned cycles indicate peck operations performed 
in repetitive cycles at different co-ordinate positions. Absolute axis has information about exact 
position, whereas incremental axis has information about the position changes. G02 and G03 
commands indicate circular motion in clockwise and anti-clockwise respectively [21]. 
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Variable Function 
A Absolute or incremental position of A axis (rotational axis around X axis) 
B Absolute or incremental position of B axis (rotational axis around Y axis) 
C Absolute or incremental position of C axis (rotational axis around Z axis) 
D Defines diameter or radial offset used for cutter compensation.  
E Precision feed rate for threading on lathes 
F Defines feed rate 
G Address for preparatory commands 
H Defines tool length offset 
I Defines arc center in X axis for G02 or G03 arc commands 
J Defines arc center in Y axis for G02 or G03 arc commands 
K Defines arc center in Z axis for G02 or G03 arc commands 
L Fixed cycle loop count 
M Miscellaneous function 
N Indicates line number in program  
O Indicates program name 
P Used as parameter address for various G and M codes 
Q Peck increment in canned cycles 
R Defines size of arc radius, or defines retract height in milling canned cycles 
S Defines speed, either spindle speed or surface speed depending on mode 
T Tool selection 
U Incremental axis corresponding to X axis. Also defines dwell time on some machines 
V Incremental axis corresponding to Y axis 
W Incremental axis corresponding to Z axis 
X Absolute or incremental position of X axis. Also defines dwell time on some machines 
Y Absolute or incremental position of Y axis 
Z Absolute or incremental position of Z axis 
 
Table 5. Functions of variables in G-codes [21] 
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3.9.3 Example: G-code to draw a circle  
The code to draw a circle, with explanatory comment, is given Figure 22. 
 
Fig 22. Example: G-code to draw a circle with description [33, 34] 
 
This code produces a circle of diameter 1 inch in the XY plane with origin as its center. Initially, 
the Z-axis is positioned to be at 0.25 inch and the X, Y coordinates are positioned at -0.5, 0 
respectively. (Fig 22.) Later on, the Z-axis is lowered down to 0.1 inch. At a slower feed rate, the 
program will draw a clockwise circle. Further, it is made sure that when the X and Y coordinates 
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of the offset are added to the previous X and Y positions respectively, the resulting position should 
be the origin. When the entire circle is complete, then the Z-axis is set to 0.1 inch and then later 
on X, Y and Z positions are set back to 0, 0 and 0.25 respectively. 
3.9.4 Shift in G-code programming environments  
Due to the recent advances in programming environments, the manual programming of G-codes 
is replaced by G-codes which are automatically generated by postprocessors in software systems. 
[22] This means that if a model with stl file format is fed to the printer, the printer is capable of 
converting the stl file into G-codes, rather than specifically sending G-codes separately through 
different software to the printer. 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
 
4.1 Input to the 3D printer 
As discussed in the previous chapter, if the input to the printer is fed as a Stereolithographic 
(STL) file, the printer would translate it into G-codes and give the instructions to the electronics 
which move the axes accordingly. Following is the example of a block diagram which shows the 
conversion of Computer Aided Designs to STL file formats. The obtained STL files are 3D 
printable designs. (Fig. 23) 
 
Fig 23. Example of conversion of CAD designs into 3D printable designs [52] 
 
The models are designed based on the guidelines of the Americans with Disabilities Act. So, the 
expected output from the printer would be tactile in nature and adhere to the guidelines of 
Americans with Disabilities Act. 
4.2 Stereolithography 
The process of producing models layer by layer by melting plastic using input power [62]. It is 
used in 3D printing technology. 
4.2.1 Format conversion 
Initially, modelling is done in software called SketchUp Pro. The files are stored in SketchUp 
(.skp) file format. But, the printer requires the input files to be in stereolithographic (.stl) file 
format. So, in order to do the conversion from SketchUp (.skp) format to .stl format, an 
extension is installed and added to the software. The obtained .stl files from conversion are 
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viewed in other software called Makerbot Replicator 2X, which is configured specifically for the 
printer. 
4.2.2 Braille Font Installation and dimensions of text 
Braille font extension is installed onto the software in order to get the output text displayed in 
braille. [48, 51] The dimensions of the ordinary text using ordinary font and the dimensions of 
the braille text using braille font are made sure to follow the guidelines specified by Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA).   
The ordinary text used in the models has thickness lying in between 0.25 inches to 0.35 inches. 
In addition, the Braille text used in the models has thickness of 0.03125 inches.   
4.3 Examples of the models 
Based on the uses cases framed from user requirements and suiting the design of the 3D printer, 
the models are implemented in the software. The screenshots below demonstrate the modelling 
of use cases in SketchUp Pro in skp file format. [49, 50] 
4.3.1 Top View of 2D House Model (.skp file) 
In the 2D house model, each component of the house is distinguished from the other by raising 
some of them to different heights and suppressing some of them with respect to the normal 
surface. This way tactility of surfaces is achieved. (Fig. 24) 
 
 
Fig 24.  Sketchup file format of 2D house model:  top view 
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4.3.2 Top View of Text and Braille model (.skp file) 
In the Text and Braille model, a 7 inch *5 inch raised platform is set up, on which ordinary text 
is raised to 0.30 inches and Braille text is raised to 0.03125 inches. So, this way the tactility of 
surfaces is achieved by meeting the requirements of ADA act. (Fig. 25) 
 
 
Fig 25.  Sketchup file format of text and braille model: top view 
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4.3.3 Front View of Text and Braille model (.skp file)  
 
Fig 26.  Sketchup file format of text and braille model:  front view 
 
4.3.4 Top View of 4*4 checker board model (.skp files) 
In the four by four checker board model, a four by four square is modeled with 16 unit squares 
inside it. Each alternate squares are raised to the same height. The first unit square of the model 
starting from the left top corner is raised to 0.5 inches and the adjacent ones are raised to 0.1 
inches. In fact, this is done to distinguish squares from each other thereby ensuring tactility of 
surfaces. (Fig. 27) 
 
Fig 27. Sketchup file format of 4*4 checker board model:  top view 
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4.3.5 Front View of fancy curve model (.skp file) 
In the fancy curve model, which looks similar to a sine curve is modeled in the X-Y plane and is 
elongated in the direction of Z axis to ensure tactility. (Fig.28) 
 
 
Fig 28.  Sketchup file format of fancy curve model: front view 
 
4.3.6 Top View of pie chart model (.skp file) 
In the pie chart model, each sector of the pie chart is raised to a different height. The increasing 
order of heights in the model are 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75 inches respectively. The different 
order of heights in the model ensure tactility. (Fig.29) 
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Fig 29.  Sketchup file format of pie chart model: top view 
4.3.7 Front View of pie chart model (.skp file) 
 
Fig 30.  Sketchup file format of pie chart model: front view 
4.3.8 Front View of bar graph model (.skp file) 
In the bar graph model, the X-axis represents the profession and the Y-axis represents the 
%choice. The profession includes Bachelors, Entrepreneurship, Masters, Post Doc and Ph.D. 
This bar graph indicates %choice for Bachelors stands at a reference level of 5, %choice for 
Entrepreneurship stands at a reference level of 3, %choice for Masters stands at a reference level 
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of 4, %choice for Post Doc stands at a reference level of 1, %choice for Ph.D. stands at a 
reference level of 2. 
In addition, each bar in the graph is extended in the direction of positive Z-axis following a ratio 
of 1: 0.25. For instance, the entrepreneurship bar is raised to 0.75 inches, the Masters bar is 
raised to 1 inch, the Bachelors bar is raised to 1.25 inches, the Ph.D. bar is raised to 0.5 inches, 
and the Post Doc bar is raised to 0.25 inches. Further, the corresponding axes are also raised to 
0.1 inches from the base in positive Z-direction. So, on the whole the tactility of surfaces is 
achieved. (Fig. 31) 
 
 
Fig 31.  Sketchup file format of bar graph model:  front view 
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4.3.9 Top View of bar graph model (.skp file) 
 
Fig 32.  Sketchup file format of bar graph model:  top view 
 
 
4.4 Screenshots of the models in Stereolithographic format 
The files in skp format are converted to stl files using an extension installed into the SketchUp 
software. The stl files can be viewed in a software called Makerbot. The screenshots of the stl 
files viewed in Makerbot software are shown below.  
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4.4.1 Top View of 2D house model (.stl file) 
 
Fig 33. Stereolithographic file format of 2D house model:  top view 
4.4.2 Top View of Text and Braille model (.stl file) 
 
Fig 34. Stereolithographic file format of text and braille model: top view 
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4.4.3 Front View of 4*4 checker board model (.stl file) 
 
Fig 35. Stereolithographic file format of 4*4 checker board model: front view 
 
4.4.4 Top View of 4*4 checker board model (.stl file) 
 
Fig 36. Stereolithographic file format of 4*4 checker board model: top view 
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4.4.5 Front View of fancy curve model (.stl file) 
 
Fig 37. Stereolithographic file format of fancy curve model: front view 
 
4.4.6 Front View of pie chart model (.stl file) 
 
Fig 38. Stereolithographic file format of pie chart model: front view 
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4.4.7 Top View of bar graph model (.stl file) 
 
Fig 39. Stereolithographic file format of bar graph model: top view 
 
These STL files are fed as input to the Makerbot Replicator 2X which would yield the tactile 
pictures as required for the application. 
4.5 Estimated measurements/dimensions of the STL object files 
The maximum printable dimensions of the printer are 250*160*150 mm. However, the required 
dimensions for our models are smaller than the maximum printable dimensions. So, the models 
can be built at fairly low costs.  
 
1. 2D house model - 76.2 mm*76.2 mm*19.05 mm (3 inch*3 inch* 0.75 inch) 
2. Text and Braille model- 63.5 mm*63.5 mm* 12.7 mm (2.5 inch*2.5 inch* 0.5 inch) 
3. Fancy curve model - 50.80 mm *50.80 mm* 19.05 mm (2 inch*2 inch* 0.75 inch) 
4. Four by four checker board model - 50.80 mm* 50.80 mm * 12.70 mm (2 inch* 2 inch* 0.5 
inch) 
5. Pie chart model - 63.5 mm* 63.5 mm * 19.05 mm (2.5 inch* 2.5 inch* 0.75 inch) 
6. Bar graph model - 63.5 mm* 63.5 mm* 12.7 mm (2.5 inch* 2.5 inch* 0.5 inch) 
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In practice, readability of the picture might get affected at such smaller dimensions. In this case 
optimum dimensions are chosen and all the models are made to fall well within those 
dimensions. 
 
4.6 Initial Cost estimations (Before printing) 
The reason behind keeping the length, width and thickness of the models in the optimum range 
between the boundaries defined by 200 mm* 150 mm* 150 mm is to make sure that proper 
tactility is achieved. [45, 46, 47]  
Cost estimations are based on the following. 
1.04 gm of ABS plastic = 1000 mm^3. 
1.25 gm of PLA plastic =1000 mm^3. 
Cost per gram of cheapest ABS/PLA plastic filament: $ 0.025 
The initial cost estimations for all the models are listed in Table 6. 
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Parameters 2D House 
model 
Text  and 
Braille 
model 
Fancy 
Curve 
model 
Four by 
four 
checker 
board 
model 
Pie Chart 
model 
Bar 
Graph 
model 
Total 
dimensions 
used in 
modelling 
110612.682 
mm^3 
51209.575 
mm^3 
49161.192 
mm^3 
32774.128 
mm^3 
76814.3625 
mm^3 
51209.575 
mm^3 
Estimate of 
ABS plastic 
usage 
115.03 gm 53.26 gm 51.13 gm 34.08 gm 79.88 gm  53.26 gm 
Estimate of 
PLA plastic 
usage 
138.26 gm 64.01 gm 61.45 gm 40.97 gm 96.02 gm 64.01 gm 
Cost for 
printing the 
entire 
model using  
ABS 
$ 2.87 $ 1.33 $ 1.28 $ 0.85 $ 1.997 $ 1.33 
Cost for 
printing the 
entire 
model using 
PLA 
$ 3.45 $ 1.60 $ 1.54 $ 1.02 $ 2.40 $ 1.60 
 
Table 6: Initial cost estimations of the models (Before printing) 
Total cost for printing models using ABS: $9.657 
Total cost for printing models using PLA: $11.61 
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4.7 Final Cost estimations (After printing) 
Average cost estimate for 1 Kg ABS plastic with 1.75mm diameter and white color [8] is $ 40 
Cost per gm of each model to be printed using this plastic is: $ 0.040 
Resolution of models/prints: 0.2 mm 
4.7.1 Quality print settings 
The quality of the prints is determined by the infill of the material used, number of shells as well 
as layer height/resolution. Here in this case, the infill is kept as low as 40%, in order to cut down 
the use of plastic. In addition, the resolution is kept down to 0.2 mm with standard speed for 
better quality. Further, the number of shells indicates the number of times each layer is printed 
with material. (Fig. 40) 
 
Fig 40. Quality parameter of print settings in Makerbot software 
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4.7.2 Temperature print settings 
Proper temperatures are maintained both at the platform as well as in the extruder in order to 
obtain better print without bend at the edges of the model and also to avoid rapid cooling of the 
lower layers of the model. In addition, the below mentioned temperatures ensure uniform 
temperature throughout all the layers of the model. (Fig. 41) 
 
Fig 41. Temperature parameter of print settings in Makerbot software 
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4.7.3 Speed print settings 
For better build, the speed should be kept as low as possible, especially for the models which 
require more plastic. In our case, all the models except the text and braille model are printed at 
45 mm/s. The text and braille model is printed at 30 mm/s. (Fig. 42) 
 
 
Fig 42. Speed parameter of print settings in Makerbot software 
 
The final cost estimations for all the models are listed in the Figure 43.  
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Fig 43. Final cost estimation of the models (After printing) 
Total cost for printing models: $ 5.42 
The overall final costs (after printing) are less compared to the initial costs (before printing) 
because only 40% of plastic infill is used in all the models. In addition, the weight of the plastic 
utilized in practice includes the weight of the raft. In fact, raft acts as a base for the model and 
ensures that the model doesn’t get stuck to the heated bed of the printer.  
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4.8 Results 
Screenshots of the actual models are given here. 
 
Fig 44. Front view of 2D House tactile picture 
 
 
Fig 45. Side view of 2D House tactile picture 
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Fig 46. Top view of Text and braille tactile picture 
 
 
Fig 47. Top view of fancy curve tactile picture 
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Fig 48. Top view of four by four checker board tactile picture 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 49. Top View of pie chart tactile picture 
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Fig 50. Side view of pie chart tactile picture 
 
 
 
Fig 51. Top View of bar graph tactile picture 
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Fig 52. Side view of bar graph tactile picture 
 
4.8.1 Log sheets of the 3D print job 
These log sheets give details about the quantity of plastic material used for each print, speed at 
which the extruder is set, type of the filament used, temperature of the extruder, type of the 
extruder used, temperature of the build plate, time taken to build a print, quantity of the print 
built (in %) and the build code. The build code indicates the status of the print. The build codes 
in the log sheet mentioned are B01 and F01. B01 indicates the build is successful, whereas F01 
indicates the build failed due to filament jam in the extruder (Fig.53) 
 
Fig 53. Log sheet 1 of the 3D print job 
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Fig 54. Log sheet 2 of the 3D print job 
4.9 Discussion of results 
The obtained 3D prints are tactile in nature and adhere to the guidelines of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. The 2D house model is made tactile by raising different sections of the house to 
different heights. In the text and the braille model, ordinary text and braille text are raised to 
different heights according to the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act, in order 
to make it tactile. In the fancy curve model, a 2D curve is made a 3D curve by raising its height. 
In the checker board model, the adjacent cells are placed at different heights and every 
alternative cell is raised to the same height in order to make it tactile. In the pie chart model, the 
sectors are raised to different heights in order to make the model tactile. Finally, in the bar graph 
model, the bars are raised to different heights in order to make the entire graph tactile. So, the 
goal of producing examples which adhere to ADA requirements is achieved. So we have 
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demonstrated a cost-effective way to make tactile models of two-dimensional figures. The next 
step would be to experiment with the best parameters for users of these models. 
4.10 Optimal parameters for tactile image construction 
Based on the feature size for tactile pictures, the models produced in this work adhere to the 
ADA guidelines. However, some features of the models show that ADA guidelines alone are not 
sufficient to determine appropriate size parameters.  
4.10.1 Noise 
In the pie chart model (Fig.49), the height of the noise features is about 0.2mm (one layer of 
plastic). Taking background as level 0, each layer is 1/32 of an inch or 0.79 mm higher than the 
previous as prescribed by the ADA guidelines. In layer1, we see a typical “noise” feature which 
is about 200µm (Fig.55). This implies that a better layer height would be on the order of 1/16 
inch or 1.68 mm.  
 
Fig 55. Noise in the pie chart model 
 
4.10.2 Features indistinguishable from background objects 
As created, the bar graph (Fig.51) exhibits a second problem, which is the potential confusion of 
the “bars” with the background. To overcome this type of problem, the background must always 
be kept at the minimum height of the model. The feature sizes should be at least 1/32” different 
from one another, and all should be at least 1/32” higher than the background. As noted in 4.7.1, 
better results would probably require 1/32” to be increased to at least, e.g., 1/16” (Fig.56). 
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Fig 56. Features indistinguishable from the background objects 
 
 
 
4.10.3 Making braille dots 
As seen in Figure 9, actual braille dots must have a dome shape, unlike the flat-topped cylinder 
in the text model show in Figure 46. This can be better approximated by making the dot diameter 
larger and making a series of rings on the top of the dot, each, e.g., 100 µm. (minimum 
resolution of Makerbot) larger than the previous ring and with a 10% reduction in the diameter as 
shown in Figure 57. Further experimentation is needed to determine the optimal choices for each 
layer thickness and diameter. 
 
Fig 57. Making dome-shaped braille dots 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
CONCLUSIONS 
Initially, as a part of the background work, various approaches to produce tactile pictures for the 
visually impaired, including techniques like thermoform, swell paper, silk screen, etc. are 
discussed. In addition, the text, pictures and braille signs which are constrained by the guidelines 
of ADA are discussed. Meanwhile, the user requirements are framed as use case diagrams. A 
study of braille board with movable dot pin approach is followed by a comparison with 3D 
printer approach. Due to such benefits as low cost, efficiency, less effort and reusability of 
plastic, the 3D printer is chosen for the application. The detailed description of the design of the 
3D printer is discussed, and is followed by an implementation of the use case models in the form 
of .stl files using software called SketchUp Pro. Print speed, temperature of the extruder and 
quality of the prints are adjusted using Makerbot software. The results obtained are accurate to 
0.2 mm and achieve the constraints set by the ADA guidelines. Thus, the transformation from a 
2D STL file input to a 3D tactile picture is achieved using a 3D printer. 
FUTURE WORK 
Future work can include building a smart system which consists of sensors, signal/image 
processor, actuators and a pair of tiny speakers. The sensors would capture the information from 
the 2D image and feed it to the processor. The processed information can then be forwarded to 
actuators, which produce tactile forces or vibrations. These vibrations can recreate the sense of 
touch on the fingers of the visually impaired [1]. In addition, the processor should be also 
capable of sending the auditory signals through the tiny speakers to assist the visually impaired. 
However, more input current would be required by an actuator to generate force sufficient for the 
user to sense the vibration. The current actuators are too expensive for high input current 
designs. Using the characteristics of miniaturized actuators mentioned in [18], it is possible to 
produce more force with less input current. But the costs for fabricating the miniaturized 
actuators and the recurring costs due to electricity are too high, which is a reason why we are 
using 3D printing. 
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A better future work could be using a combination of tactile images to train visually impaired 
individuals to understand 2D images and using a touch screen with audio messages to enable a 
trained individual to understand the touchscreen display. This could provide a method for the 
visually impaired to understand a wide range of 2D images. 
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